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About This Game

Stake your claim, command your fleets, and wage epic war in space. Band together with other players in a bloody rebellion to
take back the galaxy from the evil VEGA Federation.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR WAR: Different targets call for different strategy, outfit your fleet for victory.
REAL-TIME PvP: Real war doesn’t wait its turn - attack enemies at will in real-time.

BATTLE ANYWHERE: Conflict never ends. Continue your progress on phone, tablet, or in browser.
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Do not play this game, it is 100x worse snake oil, then 'No Man Sky'. If you think No Man Sky was a scam, then this game is
much worse, it is a pure money grab, huge pay2win, almost 0 balance.
Every update is made to make 2-3 month old tech obsolete and almost useless, average fleet build time(1 fleet) is around a
month and half.
You need to constantly throw in 5h+ a day to grind most boring gameplay. There is no diversity, just plain hit 100-500 times
that the X fleet and you have a chance to get something. Every MMORPG grinding is much more fun than this.
I used to play this game because it did not require 1-2h dungeon clearing time or 40min siege which you should not miss - as
your teammates will suffer cause of that.

!!Starting to play this game was the biggest mistake I have made. In every other game I had some fun and nice gameplay, but
here you start to feel sic at the first week still you QUIT.
. pay to play pay to win dont waste your time on this game. If you aren't willing to buy stuff in game you will not be able to
compete in this game it is a good game if u can throw your wallets at it for 30 to 50 secs battle it is about 2$ to 4$ depends on ur
setups and builds...
This a war game and not dormant so if u are looking for free to play pass time avoid this game..
The game is visually appealing the new stuff u might unlock may become useless to u usable within 2 weeks of launch like new
ships and all. Was enjoyable but they made it impossible to keep up unless unloading tons of money for coins. Used to be able
to farm on weekend events for good ships and weapons but made it so you would have to take damage and pay for repairs to
keep in the game.. Too money oriented. I enjoy the hell out of this game but I have got to the point where you have to spend
money to get anywhere. Also with the recent update they have been doing a little more than power creeping. Hopefully they
SLOW the hell down and get away from the greedy decisions they have been pushing lately.. Worst game company I've ever
seen, greedy people who push updayes to make all tech need replacements every month or so, and when they finally do a "catch
up" event... they rig it to where no one can get online to do it. Was trying to get into the game again because I heard it
improved... of course that was a dead lie. Been back a few days and already pulled my hair out with their "bugs". Played this
game when it was in development stages.Stopped due to the crashes, lag, freezing and
Kixeye\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor attidude and lack of customer service. Recently started playing again.
Nothings changed, in fact got worse now that its on a steam platform.. The game started ok, but simplistic. The second time
forward the game controls were off center badly. This makes the game difficult to near impossible to play. Perhaps the driver is
best suited for phone based operating.. what can i said it just so updated and there is a lot of progresse to make. the only thing
that keep me down is that i have no idea what lot and tech i should and could get
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Will only be playable if you spend all paychecks on this game.. I love this game, played it for years damn near flipped when I
heard it was on steam. and I have to say this is one of the best games I've ever played. I dont care if its pay to win. Free game
what do i expect. Love the game. I may have dropped a little money on it and by little I dont mean $100.00 a week into it or the
more extreme amounts payed. But hell I cant argue with this game on they way its runned.. Great game ruined as a money grab.
This game has so much potential, but it falls short due to greed. The game is beautifully rendered, fun to play, strategic and
challenging, but not too difficult. Unfortunately the negatives way out weigh the positives. The negatives, and there are two
only, are: 1. this game is pay to win to the nth degree, and 2. there is a ton of down time waiting for ships to build or repair. To
put this into perspective, building a single mid-level ship would take 4 days to build, or you can do it instantly for $20. Yes,
build one ship for $20. You have seven fleets of 6 ships each, for a total of 42 ships. Let's do the math here. If you want to pay
to fill up your fleets with these mid-range ships it would cost you $840!!! That is nuts! Well, if you want to build them without
paying it would take you 168 days!!! This also leads to a ton of down time. After you reach level 40+ (mid range), there isn't
much to do other than grind. Many of the events are above your level, and all of the quests are done. So you can grind. And
wait. And wait some more. And wait even longer.

Look elsewhere for your fun, and to spend your money.. this game would be more fun without the VAST ftp to PtW difference.
grinding is essential and arduous to even be competitive, only to have the ships rebalanced and nerfed soon thereafter
. Waste of time and money, probably one of the expensive games I've ever played. Building time of ships takes about 10days
max, and with the new techs it could take more than 10 days. I can't keep up anymore. Game is totally broken now and they're
all about money. I've spent about a thousand dollars to other games but I can't spend a single dollar as this game is too expensive.
You're better off buying a good game than spending money on this game.

Do not download this game! A lot of good space games out there, Don't bother playing this one. Period. This is a warning to
those who wants to play this game and to those who wants to return to the game. THIS IS A HARDCORE PAY TO WIN
GAME, NOT FREE TO PLAY!. Kixeye has made this game so that unless you want to spend loads of money you can't compete
or keep up with the new stuff coming out. The build time for high end ships are around 10 days per ship and repair times for
damaged ships are outlandish as well. They don't even uphold there own rules. You will be harassed, bullied and kept from
doing events by mega coiners. I had logged almost 2000 hours on this game and just deleted it. Don't waiste your time.
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